1. The algebraic construction. The basic construction was introduced by Dress [D] and generalized by Gilmer [G2] . A modified form of it was used by Schϋlting [S] . Further discussion is given in §6. The construction is based on the following lemma, a variant of a result of Dress [D] . It gives a sufficient condition for a ring to be a Prϋfer ring. The condition is not necessary, e.g., let R be Z or a polynomial ring over a field. The last statement in the lemma was pointed out to me by Heitmann. 
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Proof. If i = v^ΠΓ G K then (1 + ix){\ + x 2 )' x = (1 -/x)" 1 can be anything in K except 0 or 1/2 so i? = K. Therefore we can assume that ]/-1 ξ£ AT. Let P be a prime ideal of R. We must show that R P is a valuation ring, i.e. if w E ΛΓ then u or w" 1 lies in i? P . Since /-T $ i£, 1 + u 2 φ 0, so x = (1 + w 2 )" 1 and j> = w(l + u 2 )~x lie in /? and so does 1 -x -u 2 (\ + u 2 γ λ .
One of x 9 1 -x is not in P so one of yx~ι = w, Now let A be any commutative domain with quotient field K. Define A$ to be the result of adjoining (1 + x 2 )~x and x{\ + x 2 )~λ to A for all x φ ± /-T in #. Clearly ^4# is the smallest subring of K containing A which satisfies (*) of Lemma 1. Therefore A% is a Prϋfer domain. The following alternative description of A% will be useful. [H, Th. 3 .1] once we show that For Theorem 2 we start with the tensor product A of all the A n for n > 1. In other words, let C = R[x z (w) ; 0 < / < w, w > 1], let / C C be the ideal generated by all Ί^x\ n)1 -1, and let A C 5 = C// be the R-subalgebra generated by all x\ n) F(^4) -> R" gives a homeomorphism of F(Λ) onto the real algebraic set {a E R" \f λ {a) = = / m (α) = 0}. Recall that Dubois and Efroymson [DE] define a ring A to be (formally) real if Σaf = 0, α z E Λ, implies α, = 0 for all /.
LEMMA 3 [DE] . Let A be of finite type over R.
Then A -> C(V(A)) is injective if and only if A is real.
A simple proof is given in [ST, Cor. 10.5c] . Only the special case proved in [ST, Th. 10 .4] will be needed here. Some restriction on A is clearly needed, e.g. V (R(x) 
Note that if A is a domain with quotient field K, then A is real if and only if K is: If Σaf = 0 in K we need only clear denominators.
Suppose X C W is defined by equations /, = = f m = 0, where the f are continuously differentiable functions. For x E X, let J x denote the Jacobian matrix (df/dxj) at x. Let r = maxrank(J^) over x E X and set X τcg = {x E X\ rank(/J = r) and X sing = {x <Ξ X\ rank(/ x ) < r}. The following is a well-known result of Whitney [W] .
LEMMA 4. [W] . X κg is an n-r manifold.
Proof. Suppose 0 E X reg and the principal r X r minor of J x is non-zero. By the implicit function theorem, /),... ,f r9 x r +\>. -,x n are local
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coordinates at 0. Therefore, in a neighborhood of 0, we can assume f = x t for i < r. Since rank( J x ) < r, we see that θ/ /θx,-= 0 for y > r, so the f depend only on x λ ,... 9 χ r9 and X, near 0, is given by x λ = = x r = 0. The next two lemmas (modulo Lemma 3) were proved in [BH] by complexifying. [DK] , or by covering V(A) τeg with a countable number of closed d-cells and using the sum theorem for dimension [HW] .
LEMMA 6. Let A be as in lemma 5 and real. Then dim F(^4) sing 
Proof. The first statement was proved in the proof of Lemma 5. As in that proof, let / be the ideal of A generated by the n -d X n -d minors of / so that K(Λ) sing = V{A/I). It will suffice to show that dim A/I < d -2 or, by [AK, Ch. Ill, Th. 2.6iii] , that no prime ideal of height 1 contains /. Suppose there is such a prime ideal P. Since A is normal, A P is a discrete valuation ring and P P -(g). If L = A ? /P ? is the residue field, the matrix /', obtained from / by adjoining the row (3g/3x l9 ...,dg/dx n ) and reducing mod P P , gives a presentation for Ω L/R [R, Ch. Ill, §2, Prop. 7] The following result is a classical fact. LEMMA 
S.IfBDA is finite over A then V(B) -> V(A) is proper.
p
In other words, p~\C) is compact if C is. In particular, V(B) is compact if V(A) is.
Proof. It is enough to look at the case B = A [x] where xEί satisfies x" + tfjx"" 1 + +a n = 0, α z E Λ(. Let C C V(A) be compact. Since the ά ι are bounded on C, x is bounded on /?" ! (C), so p~\C) is a closed subset of C X {x E R11 x |< M) for some large M < oo.
A similar result holds for the construction used in §1. Recall that a relative ^-manifold is a compact pair (X, A) such that X -A is an τ?-manifold. LEMMA 
Let (X, A) be a relative n-manifold and let U C X -A be an open n-cell. Then H n (X, X -U) -> H n (X 9 A) is injective. If X -A is connected, this map is an isomorphism.
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This is an immediate consequence of Poincare-Lefschetz duality. An elementary proof for X -A connected is given in [ES, The following lemma uses an argument from [BH] . LEMMA 
Let A be a real normal domain of finite type over R with
by Lemma 10, so it is enough to prove the lemma with U replaced by W. Since (X, X siΏg ) is a relative ^-manifold by Lemmas 4 and 5, H n (X, X -W) -> H n (X 9 X sing ) is injective by Lemma 10. Finally, since dim X sing < n -2 by Lemma 6, the exact cohomology sequence of (X, X sing )
shows that LEMMA 
Let A be a real domain of finite type over R with quotient field K. Let A C B C K with B also of finite type over R. Suppose V(B) is compact and V(A) is a compact connected manifold. Then p: V(B) -> V(A) induces an injective map of cohomology H ι {V{A)) -> H ι (V(B)) for all i.
Proof. Let B' be the integral closure of B in K. It is finite over B and so of finite type over R [ZS, Chapter V, §4, Theorem 9], and V(B') is compact by Lemma 8. By replacing B by B\ we can assume B is normal. This idea is also taken from [BH] . Note that B is real since A, and therefore K, is. Also dim B -transc( A/R) = dim A -n, say. Let a E A be a common denominator for a finite set of generators of B expressed as fractions from A. Then A a -B a so p: V(B a ) = V(A a ). By Lemma 7 we can find an Λ-cell
Here γ is an isomorphism by excision [ES, Ch. X, Th. 5.4], a is an isomorphism by Lemma 10, and β is injective by Lemma 11. Therefore, /?*: (V(B) ) is injective. We extend this to H ι by a trick of Hopf [Ho] . Let u E H\V(A)) be non-zero. By Poincare duality, there is some v G H n ' ι {V{A)) with iw ^ 0 in H n (V(A) ). Therefore, 0 φp*(uυ) = p*(u)p*(υ) 9 so/?*(w) ^0.
REMARK. In the application given here, the use of Poincare duality can be avoided. For Theorem 1, only H n is needed. For Theorem 2, V(A) will be a product of two manifolds M p X N q and we will need /?*( w) 7^ 0 only for an element u of the form u -prf(w'), where w' G H P (M) and pη is the projection on M. If υ' G H q (V(B) ).
if B G £(Λ)), then F(^4) reg Cp(V(B)). This follows from Lemma 7 and the observation above that V(B a ) ^ V(A a ), since a proper map of locally compact spaces is closed. The non-connected curve A = R[x, y]/(y 2 -x\x -I)) with B = A[x
4.
Proof of the theorems. In [SV] / showed that for certain classes of spaces X, in particular the compact ones, the section functor gives an equivalence between the category of vector bundles on X and the category of finitely generated projective modules over the ring of continuous functions C(X). It is easy to check that this is natural: If/: X -> Y and £ is a vector bundle on 7, we get a map Γ(£) -» T(f*ξ) taking a section s to s o /which can be interpreted as a section of/*£ since we have a cartesian diagram
This map is semilinear with respect to C(Γ) -» C(X) and so induces a map θ { . C(X) ® C(y) Γ(ξ) -Γ(/*£)
LEMMA 13. // ξ is a direct summand of a trivial bundle, 0j is an isomorphism.
The hypothesis is satisfied for the spaces considered in [SV] .
Proof. Clearly θ ξθη = θ ξ θ θ η . Using this we reduce to the case where ξ is trivial. The result is obvious in this case. Now let A n be as in §1. In [SV, Example 2] it was observed that there is a map A n -» C(P Π ), where P" is real projective π-space. We need only regard P Λ as the quotient of S n by the antipodal identification and send the x t to the usual coordinate functions. It is very easy to check that P" = V(A n ) by using the relations (XiXj)(x p x g ) -(XiX p )(XjX q ) and Σxf -1. Since dim A n -n = dimP", Lemma 5 shows that A n is real and A n -» C(P") is injective. It is also quite easy to check this directly. But μ has rank k -1 so w z (μ) = 0 for / > k [MS] . The assumption that k<n thus leads to a contradiction.
For Theorem 2 we use the same method. If /" has k < n generators, the same will be true for (
as in §1. This follows from Lemma 2. Now V(A (N) ) = Πf'P' and (x^) 2 ,... ,X^)X^))T4 (?V) corresponds to the bundle ρr*(γ), where γ is as above and ρτ n is the projection of V(A (N) ) on P Λ . Since ρr n has a section, pr*: H*(P n )-> H* (V(A (N) )) is injective. As above we find /?*pr*(γ) θ /A « <?*, getting w Λ (μ) =/?*pr*(α") ^ 0 by Lemma 12. This gives the same contradiction as before.
Further results. In [H] Heitmann proves the following results about ^-dimensional Prϋfer domains R.
(1) Finitely generated ideals / have μ(I) < n + 1.
(2) If M is a finitely generated torsion-free module of rank d then μ (M) Proof. Since the epimorphism splits, cancellation [KA, p. 75] shows that M is unique up to isomorphism. Therefore we can restrict our attention to the obvious epimorphism sending the standard base of i?" and apply the construction of §1 to get R = B\. We have dim R < n, and the reverse inequality will follow from (4) once we show that sτ(R) > n + 1. Consider the unimodular row (x o ,... 9 x n ) over R. I claim there are no a i E R such that (x 0 + a o x n9 ... ,x n -λ + #"_!*") is unimodular. If there were such a n they and the elements b t needed to write Σb i (x ι + a^x^ = 1 would lie in some B e E(A n ). Let X= V(B) Proof. Let 5 be the tensor product of all the rings B n considered above for n > 1. Then B = U 5 (M) with 5 (n) = S, ® 5 2 ® ®5 Λ . These are all domains whose quotient field does not contain /~~ΐ\ e.g. since C ® R 5 Π is a domain with quotient field C(x 0 ,... ,x π _ 2 » x «-i + \/~ 1 ^«). 
